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Previous studies have suggested differential engagement of addressed and assembled phonologies in reading
Chinese and alphabetic languages (e.g., English) and the modulatory role of native language in learning to read
a second language. However, it is not clear whether native language experience shapes the neural mechanisms
of addressed and assembled phonologies. To address this question, we trained native Chinese and native English
speakers to read the same artificial language (based on Korean Hangul) either through addressed (i.e., whole-
word mapping) or assembled (i.e., grapheme-to-phoneme mapping) phonology. We found that, for both native
Chinese and native English speakers, addressed phonology relied on the regions in the ventral pathway, whereas
assembled phonology depended on the regions in the dorsal pathway. More importantly, we found that the
neural mechanisms of addressed and assembled phonologies were shaped by native language experience.
Specifically, one key region for addressed phonology (i.e., the left middle temporal gyrus) showed greater
activation for addressed phonology in native Chinese speakers, while one key region for assembled phonol-
ogy (i.e., the left supramarginal gyrus) showed more activation for assembled phonology in native English
speakers. These results provide direct neuroimaging evidence for the effect of native language experience
on the neural mechanisms of phonological access in a new language and support the assimilation–accom-
modation hypothesis.

© 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

A key component of reading is to transform visual words into their
phonologies (i.e., phonological access). The dual-route model of word
reading postulates whole-word mapping and grapheme-to-phoneme
mapping as two distinct routes (or mechanisms) of phonological access
(e.g., Coltheart et al., 2001; Perry et al., 2007; Reynolds et al., 2011). Both
routes operate in parallel in word reading, but the degree of their
engagement varies across different types of words within a script as
well as across different scripts. Specifically, assembled phonology utilizes
grapheme-to-phoneme mapping and is mainly used to read unfamiliar
regular words (e.g., “bucolic”) and pseudowords (e.g., “grem”), whereas
addressed phonology relies on direct associations between visual words
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and their sounds and is mainly used to read familiar words (i.e., “tree”)
and exception (or irregular) words (e.g., “pint”) (Coltheart et al., 2001;
Cummine et al., 2013). In contrast to the dual-route model, the triangle
model of reading emphasizes interactive parallel processing of ortho-
graphic, phonological, and semantic information (Harm and Seidenberg,
2004; Plaut et al., 1996). According to this model, semantics is crucial
for addressed phonology but not for assembled phonology.

A large number of neuroimaging studies have suggested that
addressed and assembled phonologies may rely on different neural
pathways. These studies compared neural activations associated
with different reading materials: familiar words vs. pseudowords
(e.g., Carreiras et al., 2007; Fiebach et al., 2002; Hagoort et al., 1999;
Mechelli et al., 2003; Price et al., 1996; Taylor et al., 2013), irregular
words vs. regular words (e.g., Fiez et al., 1999; Mechelli et al., 2005;
Nosarti et al., 2010; Schurz et al., 2010), Japanese kanji vs. kana
(e.g., Ha Duy Thuy et al., 2004; Nakamura et al., 2005; Sakurai et al.,
2000), and Chinese characters vs. pinyin (e.g., Chen et al., 2002; Fu
et al., 2002). Meta-analyses on those studies have suggested that the
neural pathway associated with addressed phonology may include
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regions such as the anterior fusiform gyrus, middle temporal gyrus, and
angular gyrus (Cattinelli et al., 2013; Taylor et al., 2013). The neural
pathway associated with assembled phonology may include the poste-
rior fusiform cortex, inferior parietal cortex, and inferior frontal gyrus.
Nevertheless, the results from these previous studies could have been
confounded by factors such as visual form, phonology, semantics, and
task difficulty. To better control for those confounding factors, our pre-
vious study adopted an artificial language training paradigm and
trained two matched groups to learn the same artificial language
words either through addressed phonology or assembled phonology
(Mei et al., 2014). Our study revealed a clear dissociation of the neural
pathways for addressed and assembled phonologies. Specifically,
addressed phonology relied on the right orbital frontal cortex, middle
temporal gyrus, and angular gyrus, whereas assembled phonology
depended on the left supramarginal gyrus.

Previous studies have also suggested that the degree of engagement
of addressed and assembled phonologies varies across different
language systems because of their differences in orthographic transpar-
ency. Logographic languages such as Chinese (a nontransparent orthog-
raphy) do not have letter-phoneme mappings, and consequently their
phonological access relies on addressed phonology (Chen et al., 2009).
In contrast, phonological access in alphabetic languages that map graph-
emes onto phonemes relies more on assembled phonology than that in
logographic languages, especially when the alphabetic languages
(e.g., Italian) have shallow orthography rather than deep orthography
(e.g., English) (Paulesu et al., 2000). The differences in orthographic
transparency across different language systems have been found to
have important effects on the neural mechanisms for word reading. It
has been reported that key regions for assembledphonology in alphabet-
ic languages, such as the left posterior superior temporal gyrus (STG) and
adjacent supramarginal gyrus (SMG), are not involved in reading
Chinese (Bolger et al., 2005; Tan et al., 2005). Instead, the left middle
frontal gyrus (MFG) is heavily involved for addressed phonology in read-
ing Chinese (Liu et al., 2007; Tan et al., 2001, 2005). Further evidence
suggests that functional and structural abnormality in the left MFG
may be associated with Chinese dyslexia (Siok et al., 2004, 2008, 2009).

More interestingly, existing research has indicated that an
individual's native language can shape the cognitive (Andrews, 1989;
Wang et al., 2003) and neural mechanisms (Nakada et al., 2001; Tan
et al., 2003) involved in the processing of a second language. To account
for the effect of native language on second language learning and pro-
cessing, Perfetti et al. (2007) have proposed an intriguing model that
consists of two processes, namely, assimilation and accommodation.
The assimilation hypothesis assumes that the human brain will read a
second language as if it is the native language and use the neural net-
work for the native language to support the second language. For exam-
ple, Tan et al. (2003) found that Chinese speakers who learned English
as a second language showed greater activation in the left MFG (usually
more involved in processing Chinese relative to English) than English
speakers when reading English words. Furthermore, Nelson et al.
(2009) found that, in contrast to the left-lateralized activation in the
occipitotemporal cortex when English speakers were reading English
words, the bilateral occipitotemporal cortex was activated when
Chinese speakers were reading English words, which was similar to
when they were reading Chinese words. The above two findings sup-
port the assimilation hypothesis. The accommodation hypothesis as-
sumes that the brain's reading network must adapt to the features of a
new writing system to the extent that those features require different
reading processes. Consistent with the accommodation hypothesis,
there is evidence that when reading Chinese characters (relative to
English words), English speakers who are learning Chinese show great-
er activation in the right occipitotemporal cortex and left MFG, regions
heavily involved in processing Chinese for Chinese speakers (Liu et al.,
2007; Nelson et al., 2009).

Although accumulating neuroimaging research provides evidence
for the assimilation–accommodation hypothesis by comparing native
readers with second-language learners, such studies have two impor-
tant limitations. First, the comparison between the native language
and second language could have been confounded by many factors
such as language proficiency, age of acquisition, and learning methods,
all of which may have significant effects on the reading neural network
(e.g., Chee et al., 2001; Hernandez and Li, 2007). Second, word reading
in natural languages usually involves the automatic processing of visual
form, phonology, and semantics. It is difficult to disentangle the contri-
butions of these linguistic factors.

To overcome those limitations and further test the assimilation–
accommodation hypothesis, the present study adopted an artificial lan-
guage training paradigm that was used in our previous study (Mei et al.,
2014), and trained native Chinese and native English speakers to read
the same artificial language words through either addressed or assem-
bled phonology. By using an artificial language, we could effectively
control ormanipulate factors such as language proficiency, age of acqui-
sition, and learning methods. Semantics were excluded to avoid the ef-
fect of semantics on the neural mechanisms of phonological access in a
new language. In this study, we examined 1) the neural mechanisms of
addressed and assembled phonologies in native Chinese speakers (the
results for native English speakers were reported in Mei et al. (2014))
by comparing brain activation patterns elicited by addressed phonology
vs. assembled phonology; and 2) the effect of native language experi-
ence on neural mechanisms of addressed and assembled phonologies
by comparing brain activation of native Chinese speakers vs. native
English speakers. Given their differential experience with addressed
and assembled phonologies, we expected that native Chinese speakers
would show greater activation in regions for addressed phonology,
whereas native English speakerswould showmore activation in regions
for assembled phonology.
Methods

Subjects

Forty-two native Chinese speakers (21 males; 22.05 ± 1.85 years
old) and 43 native English speakers (20 males; 21.19 ± 1.97 years
old) with no prior experience of Korean language participated in this
study. Native Chinese speakers and native English speakers were
matched on nonverbal intelligence (Raven's Advanced Progressive Ma-
trices) (Raven, 1990), verbal working memory [nonword repetition
from Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing (CTOPP)]
(Wagner et al., 1999), and visual–auditory associative learning ability
[visual–auditory learning from Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests —
Revised (WRMT-R)] (Woodcock, 1987). Within each sample, subjects
were divided into two groups: onewas trained on “addressed phonolo-
gy” and the other on “assembled phonology”. These groups were
matched on reading performance in their native languages: Native
Chinese speakers' performance was based on Chinese word identifica-
tion task and word efficiency task; and native English speakers' perfor-
mance was based on two subtests of WRMT-R (word identification and
word attack) and two subtests of the Test of Word Reading Efficiency
(TOWRE) (phonemic decoding efficiency and sight word efficiency)
(Torgesen et al., 1999) (Table 1).

Native English speakers consisted of 17 monolinguals and 26
bilinguals whose second language was one of alphabetic languages
(e.g., Spanish, French, or German) (please see Mei et al., 2014 for de-
tails). All native Chinese speakers had been learning English as a second
language for about 11 years in school, per Chinese government's educa-
tional policies. The two groups of Chinese speakers were matched on
English reading performance [English word identification (82.14 for
the addressed group vs. 80.10 for the assembled group, t(40) = 0.55,
n.s.), English word attack (28.95 vs. 30.14, t(40) = 0.70, n.s.), sight
word efficiency (74.29 vs. 71.81, t(40) = 1.19, n.s.), and phonemic
decoding efficiency (43.48 vs. 41.95, t(40) = 0.65, n.s.)]. Not



Table 1
Mean scores on the reading tests and a nonverbal intelligence test.

Variables Native Chinese speakers Native English speakers F p

Addressed Assembled Addressed Assembled

Visual–auditory learning 123.43 (9.17) 123.67 (8.58) 122.29 (7.33) 123.64 (7.89) 0.13 .941
Raven's advanced matrices 27.95 (4.55) 27.67 (3.48) 24.95 (3.49) 26.23 (4.54) 2.46 .069
Nonword repetition 12.57 (3.28) 13.19 (2.96) 13.50 (2.20) 13.52 (2.94) 0.73 .540
Chinese word identification 25.14 (5.76) 24.52 (7.40) 0.91 .764
Chinese word efficiency 83.33 (12.88) 79.43 (11.43) 1.08 .305
English word identification 97.76 (4.39) 98.73 (4.03) 0.57 .456
English word attack 38.24 (4.77) 38.36 (3.16) 0.10 .919
Sight word efficiency 98.92 (3.93) 99.45 (6.74) 0.10 .758
Phonemic decoding efficiency 55.42 (5.96) 56.80 (4.40) 0.74 .396

Note: Numbers inside the parentheses represent standard deviations. The scores are the number of correct items. The Chinese word efficiency (104 items) and identification tasks (40
items) were designed by authors of this study. The visual–auditory learning (134 items), English word identification (106 items), and English word attack (45 items) were subtests of
Woodcock Reading Mastery Tests — Revised (WRMT-R); the sight word efficiency (104 items) and phonemic decoding efficiency (63 items) were subtests of the Test of Word Reading
Efficiency (TOWRE); the nonword repetition (18 items) was a subtest of Comprehensive Test of Phonological Processing (CTOPP).
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surprisingly, Chinese speakers' proficiency in English was much lower
than that of native English speakers (all ps b .001 for the four English
reading tests).

All subjects had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, had no previ-
ous history of neurological or psychiatric disease, and were strongly
right-handed as judged by Snyder and Harris's handedness inventory
(Snyder and Harris, 1993). Informed written consent was obtained
from the subjects before the experiment. This study was approved by
the IRBs of theUniversity of California, Irvine, theUniversity of Southern
California, and Beijing Normal University.
Materials

One hundred and twenty artificial language words were used in the
study (see Fig. 1 for examples). They were presented in gray-scale and
227 × 283 pixels in size. The artificial language words were constructed
using 22 Hangul letters (12 consonants and 10 vowels). They consisted
of 24 CV and 96 CVC characters. Each consonant appeared 10 times in
onset and 8 times in coda, and each vowel was used 10 times. The arti-
ficial language words were divided into two groups, one for learning
and the other (not trained) for detecting transfer of learning. The two
groups of stimuli were strictlymatched on number of units (mean num-
ber of units = 2.67) and strokes (mean number of strokes = 6.15), as
well as frequency of each letter.

The sounds of the artificial languagewordswere recorded fromana-
tive Korean female speaker. All the sounds were denoised and normal-
ized to the same length (600 ms) and loudness using audacity 1.3
(audacity.sourceforge.net).
Fig. 1. Experimental design and examples of the stimuli. The artificial languagewas created
by adopting the visual forms and sounds of 60 Korean Hangul characters. For both native
Chinese and native English speakers, two matched groups of subjects received addressed-
and assembled-phonology training for eight days (one hour per day) (A). After training,
subjects were scanned when performing a naming task, in which subjects were asked to
read each word aloud (B) or not to respond if they did not know the word.
Training procedure and behavioral task

Both native Chinese speakers and native English speakers were
asked to learn the association of visual forms and sounds of 60 artificial
language words. To contrast the neural bases of addressed and assem-
bled phonologies, we designed two training conditions: addressed-
phonology and assemble-phonology training (see Fig. 1A). In the
addressed-phonology training condition, subjectswere asked tomemo-
rize the characters as a whole; whereas in the assembled-phonology
training condition, subjects were first taught the pronunciations of the
letters and then to assemble the phonology of the characters from the
letters. To ensure that subjects focused on the learning of assembled
phonology in the assembled-phonology training condition, 30 new
characters (untrained characters constructed with letters they already
learned) were tested at the end of each day's training. Both types of
training lasted for eight days, one hour per day. Except the type of train-
ing, all other intervening variables were controlled across the two train-
ing conditions and across the two samples (i.e., native Chinese speakers
and native English speakers).

At the end of each training day, aword naming task was used to test
the acquisition of the association between visual forms and sounds. For
the addressed group, the word naming task consisted of 60 trained
words. For the assembled group, it consisted of 60 trained words and
120 untrained (new) words. Each new word was repeated twice and
30 new words were used on each training day. In the word naming
task, each artificial language word was presented for 4 s (Days 1–4) or
3 s (after Day 4), followed by a 1 s blank. Subjects were asked to read
the artificial language words aloud as fast and accurately as possible.
The oral responseswere recorded. Their accuracywas evaluated by a re-
search assistant by comparing the subjects' responses with the pronun-
ciations used for training.
fMRI task

After the 8-day training, subjects were scanned while performing a
naming task (Fig. 1B). The task consisted of five types of stimuli, namely,
trained artificial language words, untrained artificial language words,
Chinesewords, Englishwords, and alphabetic pseudowords. The Chinese
and Englishmaterialswere included to address other research questions,
and excluded from the data analysis in this paper. Each type of material
contained 60 items. Stimulus presentation and response collection were
programmed using Matlab (MathWorks) and the Psychtoolbox (www.
psychtoolbox.org).

The naming task included two runs. Each run consisted of 150 trials,
with 30 trials for each condition and with the five types of material
pseudo-randomly mixed. A rapid event-related design was used for
the naming task. Trial sequences were optimized with OPTSEQ
(http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/optseq/) (Dale, 1999). For each
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trial, a word was presented for 1000 ms, followed by a 1000 ms blank
interval. Null events (i.e., fixation) varying from 0.5 to 4 s (mean 1.2 s)
were added after each trial to improve design efficiency. All subjects
were presented with all five types of materials, and were asked to
read each visual word as fast and accurately as possible, and not to
respond to the words that they did not know (i.e., subjects in the ad-
dressed phonology condition would not read untrained words, and
American subjects would not read Chinese words). Subjects' responses
were recorded through anMRI-compatiblemicrophonewhichwas con-
nected to a laptop. Each run lasted for 8 min 10 s.

Evaluation and processing of verbal responses

Subjects' verbal responses recorded from the scanner were first
denoised using audacity 1.3 (audacity.sourceforge.net). The reaction
time (RT) for each trial was calculated using the following formula:
RT = response time point (RTP) − trial onset. The RTP was defined as
the first time point of 3 continuous points (within the time window of
300–2500 ms after the stimulus onset) whose intensity was higher
than mean + 1 standard deviation. The RTP was first automatically
identified by an in-house Matlab script, and then manually checked
one-by-one by the experimenter.

To calculate the accuracy of the naming task, we had two experi-
menters evaluate the verbal responses. The agreement rate of the two
experimenters was 93.25% (ranging from 81.67% to 100% across sub-
jects) for the artificial language words, suggesting high inter-rater reli-
ability. The items on which the two raters made different judgments
were discussed and a final decision was made.

MRI data acquisition

Imaging data from the native Chinese speakerswere acquiredwith a
3.0 T SiemensMRI scanner in theMRI Center at the Beijing Normal Uni-
versity, and those from the native English speakers were acquired with
a 3.0 T Siemens MRI scanner in the Dana & David Dornsife Cognitive
Neuroscience Imaging Center at the University of Southern California.
The functional and structural imaging acquisition sequence and param-
eters were the same for the twoMRI scanners. Specifically, a single-shot
T2*-weighted gradient-echo EPI sequence was used for functional im-
aging acquisition with the following parameters: TR/TE/θ = 2000 ms/
25 ms/90°, FOV = 192 × 192 mm, matrix = 64 × 64, and slice
thickness = 3 mm. Forty-one contiguous axial slices parallel to
the AC–PC line were obtained to cover the whole cerebrum and
partial cerebellum. Anatomical MRI was acquired using a T1-weighted,
three-dimensional, gradient-echo pulse-sequence. Parameters for
this sequence were: TR/TE/θ = 2530 ms/3.09 ms/10°, FOV =
256 × 256 mm, matrix = 256 × 256, and slice thickness = 1 mm.
Two hundred and eight sagittal slices were acquired to provide a
high-resolution structural image of the whole brain.

Image preprocessing and statistical analysis

Image processing was carried out using tools from the FMRIB's soft-
ware library (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl) version 5.0.6. The first 3 volumes
of each scan were automatically discarded by the scanner to allow for
T1 equilibrium effects. The remaining images were then realigned to
compensate for small head movements (Jenkinson and Smith, 2001).
Translational movement parameters never exceeded 1 voxel in any
direction for any subject or run. The images were denoised using
MELODIC independent components analysis within FSL (Tohka et al.,
2008). On average 9.53 components were removed from each scanning
run. All data were spatially smoothed using a 5-mm full-width-half-
maximum Gaussian kernel. The smoothed data were then filtered in
the temporal domain using a nonlinear high-passfilterwith a 60-s cutoff.
A 2-step registration procedure was used whereby EPI images were first
registered to the MPRAGE structural image, and then into standard
(Montreal Neurological Institute [MNI]) space, using affine transforma-
tions with FLIRT (Jenkinson and Smith, 2001) to the avg152 T1 MNI
template.

At the first level, the data were fitted with a general linear model
within the FILMmodule of FSL for each subject and each run. Only trials
with correct responses were included in the analysis. Incorrect trials
were modeled as nuisance variables to avoid the confound of incorrect
responses. Trial onsets and durations were convolved with the canoni-
cal hemodynamic response function (double-gamma) to generate the
regressors used in the general linear model. Temporal derivatives and
the 6 motion parameters were included as covariates of no interest to
improve statistical sensitivity. Null events were not explicitly modeled,
and therefore constituted an implicit baseline. For each subject and each
run, two contrast images (trained words minus baseline and untrained
words minus baseline) were computed.

A second-level analysis was performed to average across the two
runs for each subject, using a fixed-effects model. These data were
then used for the third-level analyses involving four groups: the ad-
dressed groupof native Chinese speakers, the assembled groupof native
Chinese speakers, the addressed group of native English speakers, and
the assembled group of native English speakers. In these analyses, we
first computed the brain map for each group. Second, we compared
the addressed condition with the assembled condition to compute the
brain maps of addressed and assembled phonologies, for Chinese and
English native speakers separately. Finally, we used a two-way (native
language: Chinese and English; training: addressed- and assembled-
phonology training) analysis of variance (ANOVA) to examine the effect
of native language experience on neural basis of addressed and assem-
bled phonologies. Follow-up simple-effect analysis was used to com-
pute the differences between Chinese and English speakers for each
training condition (i.e., addressed and assembled conditions). Group ac-
tivations were computed using a random-effects model (treating sub-
jects as a random effect) with FLAME stage 1 only (Beckmann et al.,
2003; Woolrich, 2008; Woolrich et al., 2004). Unless otherwise indicat-
ed, group images were thresholded with a height threshold of z N 2.3
and a cluster probability of p b 0.05, corrected for whole-brain multiple
comparisons using the Gaussian random field theory (Worsley, 2001).

Region of interest analysis

Two regions of interest (ROIs), namely the left supramarginal gyrus
(SMG) and middle temporal gyrus (MTG), were functionally defined
based on the brain map of the native-language-by-training interaction.
Each ROI was defined as a region of a 6mmdiameter sphere around the
local maxima in each cluster. In addition, two regions (i.e., the left and
the right inferior occipital gyrus) for visual processingwere anatomical-
ly defined as ROI based on Harvard–Oxford probabilistic atlas (maximal
probability threshold: 25%) within FSL to estimate the potential
differences between the two MRI scanners in signal-to-noise ratio.
ROI analyses were performed by extracting parameter estimates
(betas) of trained words from the fitted model and averaging across
all voxels in the cluster for each subject. Percent signal changes were
calculated using the following formula: [contrast image / (mean of
run)]× ppheight× 100%,where ppheightwas thepeak height of thehe-
modynamic response versus the baseline level of activity (Mumford,
2007).

Results

Behavioral results

Behavioral data showed that training significantly improved the
naming accuracy of the trained words (higher than 90% after training)
for both native Chinese and native English speakers and for both ad-
dressed and assembled conditions (Figs. 2A & B). Training also signifi-
cantly improved the accuracy of the untrained words (higher than

http://www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl


Fig. 2. Behavioral performance. The upper panel shows accuracies of trained words in the addressed group (A), trained words in the assembled group (B), and untrained words in the
assembled group (C) during eight days of training. The lower panel shows reaction times (A) and accuracies (B) of trained and untrained artificial words during scanning. Error bars
represent the standard error of the mean. TW_ADDR = trained words in the addressed group; TW_ASSE = trained words in the assembled group; UTW_ASSE = untrained words in
the assembled group; and D = day.
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85% after training) in the assembled condition (Fig. 2C). These results
(collected outside of the scanner) were confirmed by the behavioral
data collected during scanning (Figs. 2D & E). As expected, subjects in
the addressed phonology condition could not correctly name any of
the untrained words. These results confirmed our expectation that
subjects receiving the two types of training focused on the learning of
addressed and assembled phonologies, respectively.

We then examined group differences in behavioral performance
during learning (Fig. 2). We first examined the data (accuracy) on
trained words by performing a three-way repeated measures analysis
of variance (ANOVA). It included two between-subject factors (native
language: Chinese and English; training: addressed- and assembled-
phonology training) and one within-subject factor (session: the eight
training days). Significant two-way and three-way interactions were
found. Specifically, at the early stages of training, regardless of their na-
tive language, subjects in the assembled group showed better perfor-
mance than did those in the addressed group, but the two groups did
not differ at the end of training (training-by-session interaction:
F(7,567) = 7.92, p b .001). These results were consistent with previous
findings that shallow orthography is easier to learn than deep orthogra-
phy (Aro andWimmer, 2003; Ellis and Hooper, 2001; Nick et al., 2004).
English speakers learned the artificial language better than did Chinese
speakers at the early stages of training, but the two types of speakers did
not differ at the end of training (native-language-by-session interac-
tion: F(7,567) = 3.44, p= .001). Finally, at the early stages of learning,
native English speakers learned assembled phonology better than did
native Chinese language, but they did not differ in the learning of ad-
dressed phonology (please see Table S1 for the detailed statistics).

For untrained words (the assembled condition), we performed a
two-way repeated measures ANOVA (native language and session).
Consistentwith the results of trainedwords in the assembled condition,
native English speakers performed better than native Chinese speakers
on untrained words at the early stages of training, but the two types
of speakers did not differ at the end of training (native-language-by-
session interaction: F(7,287) = 2.28, p b .05; please also see Table S1
for detailed statistics). These results suggest that English speakers
have some superiority in the learning of assembled phonology as com-
pared to Chinese speakers. In other words, native language experience
can affect phonological learning in a new language.

We also examined group differences in behavioral performance dur-
ing scanning. We performed two-way ANOVAs on both reaction time
and accuracy of the trainedwords. Two between-subject factors (native
language and training) were included. For reaction time, neither main
effects nor interaction were statistically significant (the smallest p =
.114). For accuracy, only the main effect of training was significant. Ac-
curacy was higher for the assembled group than the addressed group
regardless of native language (F(1,81) = 23.51, p b .001). The main ef-
fect of native language (F(1,81) = 1.58, p = .213) and the native-
language-by-training interaction (F(1,81) = 0.81, p = .371) were not
significant. These results suggested that RT was matched across the
two types of training and across the two types of speakers. In other
words, task difficulty was matched across conditions and groups. The
differences in accuracy between the two types of training should not af-
fect subsequent fMRI analysis because we only included the correctly
named words in the fMRI analysis.
Neural mechanisms of addressed and assembled phonologies

Naming trained words elicited activation in the typical reading
network for all four conditions (i.e., Chinese speakers' addressed and
assembled conditions, English speakers' addressed and assembled
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conditions), including the anterior cingulate cortex, bilateral prefrontal
cortex, occipitoparietal cortex, and occipitotemporal cortex (Fig. S1).

We then examined the neural mechanisms for addressed and as-
sembled phonology by comparing neural activity elicited by trained
words in the addressed group with that elicited in the assembled
group. As noted in the “Behavioral results” section, behavioral perfor-
mance (RT) on trained words was matched across the two groups.
The results of native English speakers were reported in Mei et al.
(2014). Briefly, the addressed group showed greater activation in the
right orbital frontal cortex (OFC) and middle temporal gyrus (MTG) as
well as the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), posterior cingulate cortex
(PCC), and right angular gyrus (AG), whereas the assembled group
showed greater activation in the left supramarginal gyrus (SMG) [ex-
tending to superior parietal lobule (SPL)] (Fig. 3A & Table 2).

For native Chinese speakers, the addressed group showed greater
activation in the ACC, PCC, bilateral OFC [extending to inferior frontal
gyrus (IFG)], MTG, and AG (Fig. 3B & Table 2), whereas the assembled
group showed greater activation in the left precentral gyrus (MNI:
Fig. 3.Neural pathways of addressed and assembled phonologies in native English (A) and nativ
nology than assembled phonology, whereas blue indicates the reverse (assembled N addressed
native Chinese and native English speakers. All activations were thresholded at z N 2.3 (whole
fiducial mapping using caret software (Van Essen et al., 2001). R = right.
−58, −4, 44, Z = 3.34) [a relatively liberal threshold (Z N 2.3, uncor-
rected) was used]. These results were confirmed by an additional
analysis of the contrast of trained words in the addressed group vs.
untrained words in the assembled group (to eliminate a potential con-
found of subjects' use of addressed phonology in the trained words in
the assembled condition, see Supplementary Results).

Common activation for native Chinese and native English speakers

To find common activation for native Chinese speakers and native
English speakers, we then performed a conjunction analysis, using the
procedure suggested by Nichols et al. (2005). Specifically, group maps
for the two samples were thresholded individually at z= 2.3, binarized,
andmultiplied, which revealed brain regions that were significantly ac-
tivated in both samples. For addressed phonology, the two samples
showed overlapping activation in the ACC, PCC, right OFC, MTG, and
AG (Fig. 3C). For assembled phonology, no regions showed common ac-
tivation between Chinese and English speakers.
e Chinese speakers (B). Red indicates regions showingmore activation for addressed pho-
phonology). Yellow in Panel C indicates the common regions for addressed phonology in
-brain corrected) and rendered onto PALS-B12 atlas (Van Essen, 2002, 2005) via average



Table 2
Brain regions for addressed and assembled phonologies in native Chinese and native English speakers.

Brain regions Native Chinese speakers Native English speakers

x y z Z Cluster size x y z Z Cluster size

Addressed phonology N assembled phonology
Left OFC/IFG −48 18 −16 4.39 3091
Right OFC/IFG 40 22 −4 4.03 937 36 18 −10 4.07 568
ACC −8 34 28 4.42 5214 −6 34 12 4.04 2226
PCC −2 −40 40 4.58 2276 6 −40 22 3.63 760
Left MTG/AG −66 −22 −8 4.04 2971
Right MTG/AG 66 −38 −16 3.85 1865 50 −40 8 3.40 1230
Right AG 42 −60 54 3.62 1021
Right FG 30 −72 −16 3.54 658

Assembled phonology N addressed phonology
Left SMG/SPL −38 −38 40 3.07 544

Note: Cluster size is the number of voxels. OFC = orbital frontal cortex; IFG = inferior frontal gyrus; ACC = anterior cingulate cortex; PCC = posterior cingulate cortex; MTG=middle
temporal gyrus; AG = angular gyrus; FG = fusiform gyrus; SMG = supramarginal gyrus; and SPL = superior parietal lobule.
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Native language experience shapes neural basis of addressed and assembled
phonologies

To examine whether native language experience shapes the neural
basis of addressed and assembled phonologies, we used a two-way
ANOVA (native language and training) to compare neural activities of
native Chinese and native English speakers. In this analysis, we focused
on the interaction between subjects' native language and training
method, which would greatly reduce the scanner effect. This analysis
revealed that two regions, the left MTG (a key region for addressed pho-
nology, MNI: −62, −52, −6, Z = 3.20) and SMG (a key region for as-
sembled phonology, MNI: −38, −44, 42, Z = 3.29), showed
significant native-language-by-training interactions (Fig. 4).
Fig. 4. Two brain regions showed significant native-language-by-training interactions. The left s
for native English speakers than native Chinese speakers, whereas the left middle temporal gyru
speakers than native English speakers. Activations in the left and right inferior occipital gyrus w
z N 2.3 (whole-brain corrected) and rendered onto PALS-B12 atlas (Van Essen, 2002, 2005) via
upper panel were percent signal changes in four regions, i.e., the left supramarginal gyrus, mid
error of the mean. CHI = native Chinese speakers; ENG = native English speakers; and R = ri
We further performed simple effect analyses to compare neural ac-
tivity of Chinese speakers with that of English speakers for addressed
and assembled phonologies separately. Results showed that for assem-
bled phonology, English speakers showed greater activation than
Chinese speakers in the left SMG (extending to SPL) and right IFG
(Fig. S2), whereas no regions showed more activation for Chinese
speakers. For addressed phonology, Chinese speakers showed more ac-
tivation than English speakers in the ACC, PCC, left AG, left MTG (ex-
tending to ITG), and right ITG, whereas no regions showed greater
activation for English speakers. These results suggested that the neural
activation in the left SMG and MTG was modulated by native language
experience. Furthermore, the less involvement of the left SMG in assem-
bled phonology for Chinese speakers and the less involvement of the left
upramarginal gyrus showed greater differences of assembledminus addressed phonology
s showed greater differences of addressedminus assembled phonology for native Chinese
ere examined for scanner effects and nonewas found. All activations were thresholded at
average fiducial mapping using caret software (Van Essen et al., 2001). Bar graphs in the

dle temporal gyrus, and bilateral inferior occipital gyrus. Error bars represent the standard
ght.
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MTG in addressed phonology for English speakers seemed to reflect the
assimilation process of the assimilation–accommodation hypothesis
(Perfetti and Liu, 2005; Perfetti et al., 2007).

To examinewhether the effects of native language experience could
have been confounded by potential differences between the two MRI
scanners, we extracted percent signal changes in two task-unrelated
regions (i.e., the bilateral inferior occipital gyrus). Two-way ANOVAs
(native language and training) showed that neither the main effect of
native language nor the native-language-by-training interaction was
significant (the smallest p = .188, Fig. 4), suggesting that our results
were not confounded by scanner effects.
Discussion

Using an artificial language trainingparadigmwith a factorial design,
the present study examined the effect of native language experience on
the learning of addressed and assembled phonologies in a new
language. We found that, for native Chinese speakers, addressed pho-
nology relied more on the ventral pathway (e.g., the OFG and MTG),
whereas assembled phonology depended more on the dorsal pathway
(e.g., the precentral gyrus). These results are generally consistent with
our previous findings for native English speakers (Mei et al., 2014).
More importantly, we found that the learning of addressed and assem-
bled phonologies and their neural mechanisms were shaped by native
language experience. Behaviorally, compared with native Chinese
speakers, native English speakers showed superiority in learning assem-
bled phonology at the early stages of training perhaps because of their
long-term experience with assembled phonology. Neuroimaging data
showed that native English speakers showed a greater effect in the as-
sembled minus addressed contrast than native Chinese speakers in
the left SMG (a key region for assembled phonology), whereas native
Chinese speakers showed a greater effect in the addressed minus
assembled contrast than native English speakers in the left MTG (a
key region for addressed phonology).

To dissociate the neural mechanisms for addressed and assembled
phonologies, we relied on the contrast between the trained words in
the addressed condition and the trained words in the assembled condi-
tion as well as the contrast between the trained words in the addressed
condition and the untrained words in the assembled condition. Trained
words in the addressed group could only be read through addressed
phonology, and the untrained words in the assembled group could
only be read through assembled phonology. As for trained words in
the assembled condition, they could in theory also be read through ad-
dressed phonology, but we believe that they were read mainly through
assembled phonology for several reasons. First, subjects learned the ar-
tificial language words through grapheme-to-phoneme mapping dur-
ing training and acquired the GPC rules after training, as shown by
their ability to name untrained words in the assembled condition. Sec-
ond, we intermixed the trained words with the untrained words in
the naming task during scanning, which would have encouraged the
use of assembled phonology. Third, although it has been proposed
that the strategy of reading shifts from assembled phonology to ad-
dressed phonology as proficiency increases (Binder et al., 2005;
Coltheart et al., 2001), the relatively low proficiency (i.e., reaction
time N 1300 ms) at the end of training in this study suggested the use
of assembled phonology. Finally, both sets of analyses (contrasting ad-
dressed training with either trained or untrained words in assembled
phonology) showed that addressed phonology relied on regions in the
ventral pathway (e.g., the OFC andMTG), whereas assembled phonolo-
gy relied on regions in the dorsal pathway (e.g., the PCG and SMG).
These results were consistent with previous studies (Cattinelli et al.,
2013; Jobard et al., 2003), and were mostly compatible with both the
dual-routemodel (Coltheart et al., 2001) and the trianglemodel of read-
ing (Harm and Seidenberg, 2004; Plaut et al., 1996; please see Taylor
et al., 2013 for a recent meta-analysis).
It should be noted that we found extensive activation in the right
hemisphere for addressed phonology relative to assembled phonology.
Consistent with our results, several previous studies have also reported
activation in the right hemisphere for addressed phonology as shown in
the contrasts of Chinese characters minus pinyin (Chen et al., 2002),
kanji minus kana (Ino et al., 2009; Thuy et al., 2004), and words minus
pseudowords (Carreiras et al., 2007; Hagoort et al., 1999; Ischebeck
et al., 2004; Mechelli et al., 2003). However, many other studies have
only observed activation in the left hemisphere for addressed phonolo-
gy (Cattinelli et al., 2013; Jobard et al., 2003; Taylor et al., 2013).

There are two possible explanations of the heavy involvement of the
right hemisphere in addressed phonology in our study. First, the profi-
ciency in the artificial language was still relatively low even after exten-
sive training. Consequently, regions in the right hemisphere were
recruited to process the newly acquired words. Consistent with this
view, there is evidence that bilinguals additionally recruit regions in
the right hemisphere to process the less proficient language (Chee
et al., 2001; Stein et al., 2009), especially when their proficiency is low
(Raboyeau et al., 2004). Second, according to the hemispheric speciali-
zation view (Hellige et al., 2010), the left and the right hemispheres
are specialized for processing, respectively, part versus whole (Rossion
et al., 2000) and feature versus holistic information (Grill-Spector,
2001). Therefore, the involvement of the right hemisphere in addressed
phonology was perhaps due to the fact that the method of addressed-
phonology training emphasized holistic processing (whole-word map-
ping) subserved by the right hemisphere (Mei et al., 2013).

In addition, we found that the left MTG was deactivated during the
processing of the artificial language words (with no semantics) relative
to the rest in this study. One possible explanation is that the left MTG is
deactivated for verbal material lacking semantics but activated for that
with semantics. This explanation is consistent with previous findings
that the left MTG is deactivated for pseudowords but activated for
words (Ischebeck et al., 2004), and that it is deactivated during word
reading in non-proficient second language learners (whose semantic
access is less efficient) but activated during word reading in native
speakers (Yokoyama et al., 2009).

Our study provided the first experimental evidence for the effect of
native language experience on the neural mechanisms for addressed
and assembled phonologies in a new artificial language. Previous stud-
ies have suggested that phonological access in Chinese and alphabetic
languages (e.g., English) relies differentially on the neural pathways of
addressed and assembled phonologies (Bolger et al., 2005; Chen et al.,
2009; Tan et al., 2005). Previous studies have also suggested that the
neuralmechanisms ofword reading in a second language can be shaped
by the native language (Nakada et al., 2001; Nelson et al., 2009; Tan
et al., 2003). Nevertheless, those studies rely on the comparison be-
tween native language readers and second language readers (e.g., Liu
et al., 2007; Nelson et al., 2009; Tan et al., 2003), which might have
been confounded by many factors such as language proficiency, age of
acquisition, and learning methods. In addition, previous research used
natural languages, which may involve automatic co-activation of visual
features, form-soundmapping, and semantics. To overcome those limi-
tations, the present study adopted an artificial language training para-
digm to control for language proficiency, age of acquisition, and
learningmethods, and excluded semantics to examine specifically visu-
al form-sound associations. We found that, compared with Chinese
speakers, English speakers showed superiority in learning assembled
phonology perhaps because of their long-term experience with assem-
bled phonology. In contrast, there was no group difference in learning
addressed phonology, which relies on the direct association between
whole words and their sounds. This finding of similarity in learning ad-
dressed phonology made sense because Chinese and English speakers
were matched on visual–auditory learning ability based on the
WRMT-R.

More importantly, we found that one key region for addressed pho-
nology (i.e., the left MTG) showed greater activation in the addressed
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condition for native Chinese speakers, whereas one key region for as-
sembled phonology (i.e., the left SMG) showed greater activation in
the assembled condition for native English speakers. These results
suggest that the neural mechanisms of addressed and assembled pho-
nologies in a new/artificial language are shaped by native language ex-
perience. It should be noted that, although the imaging data of native
Chinese and native English speakers were collected from two different
MRI scanners (albeit the samemodel), the neural activity in the bilateral
inferior occipital gyrus confirmed that there were no systematic differ-
ences between the two MRI scanners. In addition, we used a native-
language-by-training interaction to examine the native language effect,
which would also have minimized any potential scanner effect.

Our results suggest that learning to read a new language includes
both assimilation and accommodation processes (Perfetti and Liu,
2005; Perfetti et al., 2007). The assimilation–accommodation hypothe-
sis posits that the humanbrain can either use the neural network for na-
tive language to learn a new language (i.e., assimilation) or recruit
additional brain regions to accommodate the special requirement of a
new language (i.e., accommodation). The assimilation process has
been supported by the greater involvement of the left MFG and right
occipitotemporal region in the processing of English for Chinese
speakers relative to English speakers (Nelson et al., 2009; Tan et al.,
2003); and the accommodation process has been supported by the
greater involvement of the same two regions in the processing of
Chinese relative to English for English speakers (e.g., Cao et al., 2013;
Liu et al., 2007; Nelson et al., 2009), respectively. Those studies might
lead to the conclusion that Chinese speakers are more likely to assimi-
late, and English speakers are more likely to accommodate. Our results
disconfirmed that possibility. We found that, for both Chinese and
English speakers, both assimilation and accommodation processes
were important when learning a new language. Specifically, for Chinese
speakers, assimilationwas evidenced bymore activation in the leftMTG
for addressed phonology relative to assembled phonology and a lack of
activation in the left SMG for assembled phonology relative to ad-
dressed phonology, whereas accommodation was shown by more acti-
vation in the left precentral gyrus for assembled phonology relative to
addressed phonology. For English speakers, assimilation was shown
by more activation in the left SMG for assembled phonology relative
to addressed phonology and a lack of activation in the left MTG for
addressed phonology relative to assembled phonology,whereas accom-
modationwas shown bymore activation in the rightMTG for addressed
phonology relative to assembled phonology.

Several studies have reported the critical involvement of the left
MFG in the processing of Chinese characters (Tan et al., 2001, 2005), al-
though other studies have failed to confirm this finding (e.g., Chee et al.,
2000, 2003; Kuo et al., 2003; Lee et al., 2004; Xue et al., 2004a,b, 2005;
Zhang et al., 2004). Tan and colleagues further proposed that the left
MFG is responsible for addressed phonology in reading Chinese charac-
ters (Tan et al., 2005). Another study from the same authors also re-
vealed that Chinese speakers learning English as a second language
recruited the left MFG to read words in the second language (Tan
et al., 2003). Inconsistent with that study, the present study did not
show any differences in the left MFG for addressed phonology in a
new language between native Chinese and native English speakers.
We did not observe any activation differences in the left MFG even
afterwe lowered the threshold to Z=2.3, uncorrected. The inconsistent
results might be caused by several important differences between our
study and Tan et al. such as language proficiency and task. First, the ar-
tificial language proficiency in this study (eight-hour training) is much
lower than English proficiency in Tan et al. (12-year formal instruction
on English). The low language proficiency might require more involve-
ment of the left prefrontal cortex for both Chinese and English speakers
in this study (Chee et al., 2001). Second, Tan et al. used a rhyme judg-
ment task, whereas our study used an overt naming task. There is evi-
dence that, compared with the rhyme judgment task, the overt
naming task elicits greater activation in the reading neural network
(Vogel et al., 2013). Future studies should include various reading
tasks and subjects with different levels of second language proficiency
to further examine whether the left MFG is involved in the assimilation
process.

The current study has two limitations. First, we did not control for
second language experience, which might also have an effect on the
neural mechanisms of addressed and assembled phonologies. Specifi-
cally, Chinese subjects were college students who all had learned
English as a second language for an average of 11 years, as mandated
by the Chinese government. Although absolute Chinese monolinguals
would have been the ideal subjects for this study, they are rare and
would not represent typical Chinese students. The actual extent of the
effect of Chinese subjects' experience with English on our findings is
hard to gauge, but it is probably safe to assume that any differences
we found would be underestimates of the true effects of native lan-
guage experience because Chinese speakers had experience with both
addressed and assembled phonologies, whereas English speakers
most likely had experience with only assembled phonology. Future re-
search perhaps can specifically recruit a small group of absolute mono-
linguals to test this conjecture. Future studies can also include bilinguals
with the same native language but different second languages
(e.g., logographic vs. alphabetic) to examine the effect of second lan-
guage experience on the neural mechanisms of addressed and assem-
bled phonologies.

Second, the artificial language used in this study was different from
natural languages in several important aspects, which might limit the
generalization of our findings to natural languages. Unlike natural lan-
guages, the artificial language used in this study only had a limited vo-
cabulary, which would eliminate some well-documented effects such
as the neighborhood effect and regularity effect, and would impede
the acquisition of the inherent structures of words such as the combina-
tion of letters (i.e., bigram, trigram). Future studies should include sub-
jects with different native languages but the same second language to
confirm our findings in the natural language context. In addition, the ar-
tificial language in this study did not include semantics. As discussed in
the Introduction, compared with the dual-route model (Coltheart et al.,
2001), the triangle model highlights the importance of semantics in
word reading through addressed phonology (Harm and Seidenberg,
2004; Plaut et al., 1996). Future studies should include semantics to ex-
amine its effect on the learning of addressed and assembled phonol-
ogies and to test the two models of word reading.

In sum, by using an artificial language training paradigm with a fac-
torial design, our study provides experimental evidence for the effect of
native language experience on the neuralmechanisms of addressed and
assembled phonologies in a new language.
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